
 
 

Cisco OnPlus Best Practice Winner! 
 
 

We’ve been using the Cisco OnPlus agent for every system we sell ever since we first got our hands 

on one.  It gives us valuable insight into our systems as well as giving us additional tools that would 

normally cost more than a client is willing to pay for.  We are a specialized company creating 

business grade networks for large residential home automation and A/V systems.  In other words 

we create networks for homes that are completely automated and controlled by the touch of a 

button. 

 

Our clients spend a fortune on outfitting their homes with the latest technologies and they expect 

everything to work all day every day.  The OnPlus agent allows us to insure our systems and the 

electronic systems contractors (ESC’s) devices work by giving us monitoring capabilities, alerts and 

troubleshooting capabilities all in one simple package.  There is even a monitoring port that, when 

used in conjunction with a mirrored port on a switch, can actually allow for packet monitoring on 

the wire itself using the included NTOP app.  We use Autotask to manage our business and there’s 

even an app included for that which can create service tickets automatically based on what 

thresholds or alerts you’ve set up.  These can be automatically assigned to a technician to make sure 

that the client is taken care of immediately. 

 

One of my favorite stories about OnPlus  is how it saved me one day after I had sent a system out, 

across the country, for an ESC to setup.  Almost all of our systems are pre-configured to be plug and 

play by the ESC along with custom configurations, wiring diagrams, etc.  When the system comes 

online I always know it right away because their OnPlus units tell me they’re “reconnected” (I love 

this).  The first thing I do is VPN in through our router and check to see how the installers are getting 

on.  That one day I was dismayed to find I couldn’t connect via VPN.  Our systems should be plug 

and play and now I couldn’t access it.  I figured something must be wrong with the configuration of 

the router as the OnPlus unit was up and running and showing that the router was online.  Luckily 

the OnPlus unit allowed me to connect to the router remotely via the “web connect” feature which 

tunnels me through to the device “locally”.  Without this I would have had to call the client and walk 

them through fixing the configuration and having the embarrassment of doing this to what is 
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supposed to be a “plug and play” system.  Luckily it was as simple as checking the “enable” box on 

the VPN so afterwards I was able to get in.  Crisis averted thanks to OnPlus! 

 

I could go on forever about this unit whether it’s how cost effective it is, how great the support is, 

etc. but I guess last but not least I should mention the reporting aspect.  If a client of ours has issues 

with their ISP and wants to send them some proof that they’ve been having connectivity issues we 

just generate a report for them and they receive a beautiful, custom report detailing everything 

they need to know about whatever time period you want to set.  It allows our clients to know that 

we are on top of their system and are ready to stand behind them when they need us.  The reports 

can also be sent on a schedule of your choosing so that the client is kept up to date, knowing that 

their system is being monitored correctly and they’re getting what they pay for. 

 

Did I mention there’s a really cool mobile app too?  Ha ha 

 

I love this device and will continue selling it on every single system we create.  The best part is, it 

seems as if every day there are new features and upgrades that enhance the functionality of this 

device and I just can’t wait to see what comes next.  Thanks Cisco!                             March, 2012 
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